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Ice Cream Social
The Struggle for the Soul of Ben & Jerry’s

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BRAD EDMONDSON, EPILOGUE BY JEFF FURMAN,            

FOREWORD BY ANNIE LEONARD

For more than three decades, Ben & Jerry’s has been committed to an 

insanely ambitious three-part mission: not just making the world’s best  

ice cream but also supporting progressive causes and sharing its success 

with all stakeholders’ employees, suppliers, distributors, customers, cows, 

everybody. Living up to these beliefs is fun when you’re doing it right, and 

it creates amazingly loyal customers, but it isn’t easy.

This is the first book to tell the full, inside story of the inspiring rise, tragic 

mistakes, devastating fall, determined recovery, and ongoing renewal of 

one of the most iconic mission-driven companies in the world. No previous 

book has focused so intently on the challenges presented by staying true 

to the mission as the business grew. No other book has explained how the 

company came to be sold to Unilever, one of the world’s biggest corpora-

tions. And none has described the unprecedented contract Ben & Jerry’s 

negotiated with Unilever to preserve the three-part mission or the comp-

lex working relationship that has allowed the company to pursue that 

mission on a much larger stage.

Brad Edmondson tells the story with a journalist’s eye for details, dramatic 

moments, and memorable characters. Among the dozens of key figures 

Edmondson interviewed, his most important source was Jeff Furman, who 

helped Ben and Jerry write their first business plan in 1978 and has stayed 

involved ever since, serving as chairman of the board since 2010. It’s a 

funny, sad, surprising, and ultimately hopeful story.

Brad Edmondson is an award-winning journalist and business consultant, the 

cofounder of ePodunk.com, and the former editor-in-chief of American Demo-

graphics magazine. He is a nationally recognized expert on consumer  trends, 

advertising, and marketing, as well as a frequent keynote speaker at national 

conferences.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Jan 16/14

5.50 x 8.50 • 256 pages

9781609948139 • $22.95 • pb
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Previous Edition: 9781576755570

BEVERLY KAYE AND SHARON JORDAN-EVANS

With replacement costs high and start-up time critical, employee retention 

is more valuable than ever. This bestselling guide provides twenty-six 

strategies to keep talented employees happy and productive. Citing 

research and experience with dozens of organizations, the authors present 

many examples of how today’s companies have applied their retention 

strategies and increased their retention rates. The chapters are arranged 

alphabetically, from Ask to Zenith. Each chapter includes a series of 

to-do lists, company examples, and an alas story drawn from the authors’ 

personal experiences. In this new edition, in addition to updating and 

revising all information, the authors have included more international 

stories and statistics.

 

Beverly Kaye is one of the most invested, knowledgeable, and practical profession-

als in the areas of career development, employee engagement and retention, and 

mentoring. She is a dynamic and committed keynote speaker whose presentations 

engage participants, stimulate learning, and inspire action. Kaye has received the 

coveted Legend designation from the American Society for Training & Develop-

ment and has received many other honors and awards. Her clients include Bechtel, 

Chevron, Dow Corning, and First USA. She has been extensively quoted in national 

media such as the Washington Post, Chicago  Tribune, Wall Street Journal, New 

York Times, Los Angeles Times, Fast Company, Fortune, IndustryWeek, Inc., and 

many others.

Sharon Jordan-Evans is a pioneer in the field of employee retention and  engage-

ment. She serves as a prominent speaker for numerous conferences and works 

with Fortune 500 companies such as Boeing, Disney, Lockheed, Monster, MTV, 

Sony, and Universal Studios. Jordan-Evans is a professional certified coach. She 

also serves as a resource for a number of national media, including Chief Executive, 

Harvard Management Update, Working Woman, Investor’s Business Daily, 

BusinessWeek, and the Los Angeles Times.

Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em
Getting Good People to Stay

NOTES

LEAD
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Fit at Last
Look and Feel Better Once and for All

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Jan 16/14

5.50 x 8.50 • 240 pages

9781626560604 • $29.95 • cl

Health & Fitness / Weight Loss
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KEN BLANCHARD AND TIM KEARIN

You could be in better shape. No offense—who couldn’t be? And if you’re 

like the rest of us, you’ve been making resolutions and promises for 

years. Despite all your good intentions, though, somehow it never goes 

according to plan. But you can break that cycle.

In Fit at Last, bestselling business author Ken Blanchard and fitness expert 

Tim Kearin tell how Ken was finally able, at age seventy-three, to make 

lasting improvements in his health, including dropping over thirty pounds 

in a year. In each chapter, Ken shares the very personal story of his ups 

and downs—a story that involves, among other things, a puppy, a Hawaiian 

tour bus full of widows, and a fifty-year college reunion—while Tim gives

professional health advice and training wisdom.

Of course, Ken Blanchard has been helping organizations get healthy for 

years, and early on he realized he could adapt those same techniques in 

his own efforts. He shows how readers can use his Situational Leadership 

approach to determine their developmental level in each of the fitness 

areas Tim describes and decide what type of leadership they need to 

move to the next level.

Certainly there is a wealth of excellent health advice here, but ultimately, 

this is not a book about fitness; it’s a book about commitment. People 

don’t fail because they don’t know what to do—they fail because they just 

don’t do it. Using the tools in this book, you’ll be able, like Ken, to move 

from simply being interested in fitness to making a lasting commitment—

one that will add a spring to your step, a smile to your face, and years to 

your life.

 

Ken Blanchard is cofounder and Chief Spiritual Officer of the Ken Blanchard 

Companies. He is the author or coauthor of fifty books that have sold more than 20 

million copies, including the iconic One Minute Manager.
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Who Kidnapped Excellence?
What Stops Us from Giving and Being Our Best

HARRY PAUL, JOHN BRITT AND ED JENT, FOREWORD BY            

KEN BLANCHARD 

In the tradition of Who Killed Change?, the book begins with a crime being 

committed: Excellence (personified) has been kidnapped and Leadership 

assembles Excellence’s team (Passion, Flexibility, Communication, Compe-

tency, and Ownership) and challenges them to work together to get their 

Excellence back. 

And who is the culprit? Has Average kidnapped Excellence and replaced 

Excellence’s team with his own: N. Different, N. Ept, N. Flexible, Miss 

Communication, and Poser? A mysterious ransom note sparks a struggle 

between Average and Excellence.

Integrated into this story of organizational excellence is a personal story 

of Dave, a delivery man. The abduction of Excellence forces Dave to 

contemplate the level of excellence in his personal life. Throughout the 

story, the paths of personal best and organizational excellence cross and 

intertwine. Who Kidnapped Excellence? is a parable that helps organiza-

tions and individuals achieve their best and maintain excellence in every 

aspect of their lives.

Harry Paul has over thirty years’ experience in business, including serving as a 

senior vice president for the Ken Blanchard Companies. He is the coauthor of six 

books, including the internationally bestselling business book FISH! FISH! has been 

on the bestseller lists of the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, 

BusinessWeek, Amazon.com, and Publishers Weekly and is one of the bestselling 

business books of all time.

John Britt has been assisting large organizations’ leadership and management 

with change for over twenty years. He is the coauthor, with Ken Blanchard, of Who 

Killed Change? Britt speaks on topics such as change, accountability, customer 

service, and other organizational issues. He is a registered nurse and is currently 

the director of healthcare solutions at Kforce.

Ed Jent has been a minister of education for the past twenty-six years in  the 

sixteen-million-strong Southern Baptist Convention. He currently serves in Bowling 

Green, Kentucky.

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Outsmart Waste
The Modern Idea of Garbage and  

How to Think Our Way Out of It

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOM SZAKY, FOREWORD BY DEEPAK CHOPRA

Garbage has become a huge problem. Ever-expanding hazardous landfills, 

toxic waste dumps, ocean dead zones, endangered wildlife—it’s an 

environmental nightmare.

But garbage is a recent problem—for most of human history it was a 

minor annoyance—so we should be able to solve it. And garbage doesn’t 

even exist in nature, where the output of one organism is the input of 

another. So why does garbage exist in human society? Why has it become 

a problem only in the last century? And most importantly, how can we 

eliminate it—outsmart the very idea of garbage?

Eco-entrepreneur Tom Szaky says that to outsmart waste, first we 

have to understand it, then change how we create it, and finally rethink 

what we do with it. He traces the roots of our current garbage crisis 

to 20th-century social shifts and technological advances that resulted 

in historic changes in consuming habits—both the amount of garbage 

created and its longevity increased dramatically. We are now producing 

five billion tons of waste a year, and our only ways of dealing with it are 

crude and even dangerous: burying it or burning it. We can do better!

Every time we make a purchase, we are essentially voting for the kind  

of world we want to live in. Szaky shows that by becoming acutely aware 

of the deeper implications of why we buy, what we buy, when we buy, and 

what we do with what we’ve bought, we can cast our vote for a waste-free 

world. And through innovative recycling and creative upcycling (creating 

new products from discarded objects), we can transform the waste we 

can’t avoid creating from useless waste into a useful resource—as it is in 

nature.

We do not have to turn the Earth into a cosmic trash can. We as 

individuals have the power to turn this situation around. And, as Szaky 

demonstrates, there is a use for every kind of garbage—cigarette butts, 

toothbrushes, pens, packaging, you name it. After reading this mind-

expanding book, you will never think of garbage the same way again.

 

Tom Szaky is the founder and CEO of TerraCycle, a company that makes 

eco-friendly, affordable consumer products from waste. Begun in his dorm room 

when he was a Princeton freshman in 2001, TerraCycle now collects  waste in 

177,734 locations in the United States and thousands more locations in other 

countries.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Jan 6/14

5.50 x 8.50 • 168 pages

9781626560246 • $18.95 • pb

Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection
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MILA BAKER

Why is it that trust in leadership and the success of leaders seem to 

erode as we develop and refine more sophisticated models for leading, 

such as emotional intelligence, transformational leadership, and adaptive 

leadership? Mila Baker believes that most of today’s leadership theories 

are old wines in new skins and still rely on the leader-follower hierarchy. 

Yet the idea of hierarchy is breaking down everywhere in society, from 

politics to religion to social relationships—and most particularly in 

computers and networking. Why should leadership be any different?

Baker’s inspiration is the peer-to-peer model of computing, which is also 

mirrored in social networking and crowdsource technologies. Baker shows 

that a network with equipotent nodes of power—think peer leaders—is 

infinitely more powerful than a client-server (i.e., leader-follower) network. 

Yet the typical organizational design still harkens back to the days of 

punch-card computers. By creating organizations with leaders at all levels, 

architects of peer-to-peer organizations can build flexibility, resiliency, 

and accountability. Baker still advocates the need for top-level executives 

and senior leaders but advises them to give up traditional notions of 

power and become focused on maintaining the health of the network 

rather than achieving personal leadership goals. Companies such as Gore 

and Herman Miller practice these principles and have achieved long-term 

success—Baker provides a structure to this approach that any organization 

can adapt.

Mila N. Baker is associate director, faculty affairs, and clinical associate professor, 

organization behavior, at New York University. She has served in senior HR and 

leadership positions at the World Bank and at Fortune 500 companies such as 

Dana Corporation, Pfizer, and Johnson & Johnson (at the Ethicon Endo-Surgery 

unit). She holds a doctorate in organization behavior, clinical psychology, from the 

University of Cincinnati and studied executive leadership at MIT. She is a board 

member of Human Resources People & Strategy, past board chair of OD Network, 

and past treasurer of ASTD.

Peer-to-Peer Leadership
Why the Network Is the Leader

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Jan 13/14

6.13 x 9.25 • 240 pages

9781609947477 • $34.95 • cl

Bus & Econ / Leadership
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Affluenza
How Over-consumption Is Killing Us—and  

How to Fight Back

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JOHN DE GRAAF, DAVID WANN AND THOMAS H. NAYLOR, 

FOREWORD BY ANNIE LEONARD

Based on two highly acclaimed PBS documentaries watched by 10 million 

viewers, Affluenza uses the whimsical metaphor of a disease to tackle a 

very serious subject: the damage done—to our health, our families, our 

communities, and our environment—by the obsessive quest for material 

gain. In cleverly titled chapters such as Swollen Expectations and A Rash  

of Bankruptcies, the authors examine the origins, evolution, and symptoms 

of the affluenza epidemic. They also explore cures and suggest strategies

for rebuilding families and communities and for restoring and respecting 

the earth. 

The 2008 economic collapse demonstrated how prophetic this book was 

and how relevant it still is. The third edition has been updated to reflect 

the role overconsumption played in the collapse and how our economy 

and society have changed since then. There is also information about new 

ways to measure social health and success, such as the Gross Domestic 

Happiness index, which could help us wipe out affluenza.

John de Graaf has worked with KCTS-TV, the Seattle PBS affiliate, for twenty-four 

years as an independent documentary producer. More than fifteen of his programs 

have been broadcast in prime time nationally on PBS. He is the recipient of more 

than 100 awards for filmmaking, including three Emmy awards. He is currently 

active in the Happiness Initiative (www.happycounts.org) and is an advisor to the 

prime minister of Bhutan.

David Wann is an author, filmmaker, and speaker on the topic of sustainable 

lifestyles and designs. He has produced twenty videos and television programs, 

including the award-winning television documentary Designing a Great Neighbor-

hood. Wann is president of the Sustainable Futures Society and a fellow of the 

Simplicity Forum. He worked more than a decade as a policy analyst for the US 

Environmental Protection Agency and codesigned the cohousing neighborhood 

where he lives.

Thomas H. Naylor is a professor emeritus of economics at Duke University and  

is the author of over thirty books. His articles have appeared in the New York 

Times, the International Herald Tribune, the Los Angeles Times, the Christian  

Science Monitor, the Nation, and BusinessWeek.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Feb 3/14

6.63 x 9.25 • 288 pages

9781609949273 • $27.95 • pb

Bus & Econ / Consumer Behavior  

Previous Edition: 9781576753576

LEAD
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The Social Labs Revolution
A New Approach to Solving Our  

Most Complex Challenges

ZAID HASSAN, FOREWORD BY JOI ITO

People often ask, “If we can put a man on the moon, why can’t we solve 

global hunger?” That very question demonstrates the fatal flaw in the 

dominant way of dealing with difficult social challenges: they’re treated 

like straightforward technical problems. Organizations do a few studies, 

establish some goals, devise a plan, and attempt implementation. As a 

look around the world sadly shows, this hasn’t worked.

Issues like poverty, ethnic conflict, and climate change are incredibly 

dynamic and complex, involving an ever-shifting array of factors, actors, 

and circumstances. They demand a more fluid and adaptive approach.  

The answer, says Zaid Hassan, is social labs.

Social labs bring together a diverse a group of stakeholders not to create 

yet more five-year plans but to develop a portfolio of prototype solutions, 

test those solutions in the real world, use the data to further refine them, 

and test them again. Their orientation is systemic—they are designed to go 

beyond dealing with symptoms and parts to get at the root cause of why 

things are not working.

Hassan builds on a decade of experience—as well as drawing from 

cutting-edge research in complexity science, networking theory, and 

sociology—to explain the core principles and daily functioning of social 

labs, using exam-ples of pioneering labs from around the world. He 

describes a fast-growing global movement around a new generation of 

ambitious social labs that are tackling big challenges such as dramatically 

reducing global emissions, preventing the collapse of fragile states, and 

improving community resilience. The Social Labs Revolution offers a new 

generation of problem solvers an effective, practical, and exciting new 

vision and guide.

Zaid Hassan is managing partner at the Oxford office of Reos Partners, an interna-

tional organization dedicated to supporting and building capacity for innovative 

collective action in complex social systems, which he helped found in 2007. He 

has broad expertise ranging from public health care to climate change to finance. 

Hassan has held various positions during his career, including associate fellow at 

the Universaity of Oxford.
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Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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Civil Rights 
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Execution IS the Strategy
How Leaders Achieve Maximum Results  

in Minimum Time

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LAURA STACK

In today’s world of disruptive change, three-year strategic plans have 

come into question. Companies whose strategies are celebrated in 

January are junked by March. The concept of dividing the process of 

strategy and execution just doesn’t make sense anymore. In the era 

of the lean start-up, rapid prototyping, and agile product development, 

organizations must often act first and strategize later. How can leaders 

adapt to this world without losing their strategic minds—or worse, 

their shirts?

Laura Stack’s breakthrough is show leaders how execution—think of it 

as organizational productivity—can drive strategy, rather than the other 

way around. Using her L-E-A-D Formula™ to leverage resources, create 

supportive environments, align operations with strategic priorities, and 

drive forward quickly, leaders can work with their people to adjust 

strategies in real time and get things done. You may not have time for 

strategic planning, but you’ll learn how to build an organizational culture 

that’s great at strategic execution.

Laura Stack is America’s Premier Expert in Productivity™. For over 20 years,  

her seminars and speeches have helped professionals, leaders, and teams acce-

lerate individual and team performance, execute efficiently, and improve output  

in the workplace. Her company, The Productivity Pro, Inc., provides productivity 

workshops around the globe to help attendees achieve Maximum Results in  

Minimum Time®. Laura is a bestselling author of five productivity books published 

by Random House, Wiley, and Berrett-Koehler, most recently What to Do When 

There’s Too Much to Do. Her books have been published in more than 20 foreign

editions. Laura has been featured nationally on the CBS Early Show, CNN, NPR, 

Bloomberg, the New York Times, USA Today, the Wall Street Journal, Entrepreneur, 

and Forbes magazine. Laura has been a spokesperson for Microsoft, 3M, Skillsoft, 

Office Depot, Day-Timer, and Xerox. Her client list includes top Fortune 500

companies, including Starbucks, Wal-Mart, Aramark, Bank of America, GM, Wells 

Fargo, and Time Warner.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Mar 10/14

6 x 9 • 240 pages

9781609949686 • $19.95 • pb

Bus & Econ / Strategic Planning
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Measuring and Improving  
Social Impacts
A Guide for Nonprofits, Companies, and Impact Investors

MARC EPSTEIN AND KRISTI YUTHAS

Identifying, measuring, and improving social impact is a significant 

challenge for corporate and private foundations, charities, NGOs, and 

corporations. What’s the best way to balance possible social and 

environmental benefits (and costs) against one another? How does one 

bring clarity to multiple possibilities and opportunities?

Based on years of work and new field studies from around the globe, 

this book, written for managers, is grounded in the best academic 

and managerial research. It is a practical guide that describes the 

steps needed for identifying, measuring, and improving social impact. 

This approach is useful for maximizing the impact of various types 

of investments, including grants and donations, impact investments, 

and commercial investments. With numerous examples of actual 

organizational approaches and extensive practical guidance and best 

practices, the book fills a critical gap.

Marc J. Epstein is distinguished research professor of management at Jones  

Graduate School of Management at Rice University in Houston, Texas. He was 

recently visiting professor and Wyss Visiting Scholar in Social Enterprise at  

Harvard Business School. Epstein has been a professor at Stanford Business 

School, Harvard Business School, and INSEAD. He is the author of eighteen books 

and well over 100 professional papers and is editor-in-chief of Advances in Man-

agement Accounting.

Kristi Yuthas is associate professor of accounting and Swigert Endowed Informa-

tion Systems Management Chair at Portland State University’s School of Business 

Administration. She has been published in leading academic journals such as the 

Journal of Information Systems, the International Journal of Accounting Information 

Systems, and the Journal of Business Ethics.
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Bus & Econ / Development /  

Sustainable Development
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Making Sustainability Work
Best Practices in Managing and Measuring Corporate 

Social, Environmental, and Economic Impacts

NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MARC EPSTEIN AND ADRIANA REJC BUHOVAC,                         

EDITED BY JOHN ELKINGTON

Senior executives who have committed their organizations to improved 

sustainability are realizing that implementation is particularly challenging. 

While a lot has been written on ethical and strategic factors, there is a 

dearth of information on the practical nuts and bolts of implementation. 

And whereas with most other organizational changes, functions, and 

initiatives the sole objective is improved financial performance, which is 

clear and easy to measure, sustainability broadens the focus to include 

both social and financial performance. This creates significant challenges 

in evaluating the trade-offs between social and financial performance.

Now completely updated with new examples and new research, this book 

offers a complete guide to implementing and measuring the effectiveness 

of sustainability initiatives. It draws on Epstein and new coauthor Rejc 

Buhovac’s solid academic foundation and extensive consulting work and 

includes best practices from dozens of companies in Europe, Asia, North 

America, South America, Australia, and Africa. It is intellectually rigorous 

yet accessible to corporate managers. This is the first and still the best 

book to provide managers with detailed guidance on how to implement

sustainability and objectively measure its success.

Marc J. Epstein is distinguished research professor of management at Jones 

Graduate School of Management at Rice University in Houston, Texas. He was  

also recently visiting professor and Wyss Visiting Scholar in Social Enterprise  

at Harvard Business School. Prior to joining Rice, Epstein was a professor at  

Stanford Business School, Harvard Business School, and INSEAD (European  

Institute of Business Administration). Epstein is the author of eighteen books 

and well over 100 professional papers and is currently editor-in-chief of  

Advances in Management Accounting.

Adriana Rejc Buhovac is an associate professor of management in the faculty of 

economics at the University of Ljubljana. Her research is focused on the design  

and implementation of strategic performance measurement systems as well as  

on sustainability implementation. She is a member of the editorial board of

Advances in Management Accounting.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers

On Sale: Mar 10/14

6.13 x 9.25 • 288 pages

9781609949938 • $41.95 • cl

Bus & Econ / Development /  

Sustainable Development

Previous Edition: 9781576754863
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Deepening Community
Finding Joy Together in Chaotic Times

PAUL BORN, FOREWORD BY PETER BLOCK

We have a choice, says Paul Born, between shallow or deep community 

life. Will we react to the instability of our times by defining ourselves 

selfishly or out of fear? Or will we deepen our experience of community, 

reaching out to others and building a life of joy? Using stories from his 

experience growing up among people displaced by war; insights from  

his career as a community activist, writer, and speaker; and the results  

of interviews with 500 people, Born shows how we can deepen  

community by:  

     • Sharing our story: achieving unity by opening doors between us

     • Enjoying one another: spending time together, in person, often

     • Caring for one another: building a sense of belonging through mutual 

        acts of care

     • Working together for a better world: sharing a belief that creates a 

        benefit for all and that moves from a life of us/them to one of all of 

        us, together

Paul Born directs Tamarack—An Institute for Community Engagement, which is 

dedicated to advancing place-based solutions to entrenched problems such as 

poverty. Vibrant Communities, Tamarack’s signature work, is active in twelve cities

and has so far reduced the impact of poverty for more than 120,000 people in 

Canada. Born’s work has also been recognized with awards from the Conference 
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